MARSH GREEN PRIMARY SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY

DECLARATION OF BUSINESS INTERESTS

NAME OF GOVERNOR: Ann Savage

TERM OF OFFICE ENDS (if applicable):

OCCUPATION AND OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS:
Retail business Little Homemaker preschool perfume

NAMES AND BUSINESS INTERESTS OF RELATIVES, INCLUDING SPOUSE/PARTNER, LIVING AT THE SAME ADDRESS:
Mr & Mrs Savage

This statement of business interests is correct at the date of signature. If any relevant circumstances or interests change I will take the initiative to make a further declaration.

Date .................................. Signature .................................

NOTES: Under Fair Funding Regulations all Governing Bodies are required to establish a Register of Interests which should be reviewed on an annual basis.

The Education (School Government) Regulations 1999 define a person having an interest as a person or a relative living with him, including a spouse/partner, who is to his/her knowledge or would be treated as having, an interest, direct or indirect.